Introduction
The number of entries of three-dimensional (3D) protein structures in Brookhaven National Laboratory's Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Bernstein etai, 1977) has been growing rapidly in recent years. Thus, it is very important to develop efficient methods for similar structure searching, in which, given a protein structure, all structures similar to the given one are enumerated. Although a lot of methods have been proposed for protein structure comparison, only a few of them can be used for rapid searching for similar structures. Moreover, no methods have been developed which guarantee that they always find all similar structures (i.e. they never miss similar structures). This paper studies such a method.
Since it is very difficult to develop an efficient method which never misses similar structures, we consider the problem of searching for similar substructures. In similar substructure searching, we do not consider the similarity between the whole structures of proteins, but that between small fragments of protein structures. Note that, although insertions and deletions of residues must be taken into account for comparing the whole structures, they can be ignored for comparing small fragments. Substructure searching can be used as a filter for searching for similar structures in the following way: first several fragments of a given protein structure are selected; next, for each fragment, protein structures having similar fragments are enumerated using substructure searching; then, an appropriate structure comparison algorithm is applied to such structures.
Here, we briefly review previous work. While several problems can be considered for searching similar structures, this paper focuses on the following problem (the substructure search problem): given a fragment structure P and a positive real number 5, find all proteins in a database each of which contains at least a fragment F such that the root mean square (RMS) distance between P and F does not exceed 5. A large number of algorithms have been proposed for protein structure comparison (Rao and Rossmann, 1973; Taylor and Orengo, 1989; Nussinov and Wolfson, 1991; Holm et ai, 1992; Pascarella and Argos, 1992; Holm and Sander, 1995) . However, few of them can be used for rapid substructure searching. The geometric hashing technique may be used (Nussinov and Wolfson, 1991) , but it requires a long preprocessing time and large memory. Other types of geometric hashing techniques have also been proposed in computer vision (Kalvin et ai, 1986; Kishon and Wolfson, 1987) , but none of them seems to be suited to this problem. An FFT (Fast Fourier Transform)-based algorithm, which was developed for computer vision (Schwartz and Sharir, 1987) , may be used for rapid substructure search. Although their algorithm is elegant and efficient, it is not practical for typical sizes of fragment structures. According to our experiment, it was better than a naive method only when the number of residues was > 200-300.
In the previous paper, one of the authors proposed a method for rapid substructure search, named the least-squares hashing method (Akutsu, 1994) . It is quite different from the geometric hashing technique, but is rather similar to the conventional hashing technique, which is widely used in database management systems. In the conventional hashing technique, an integer number is computed for each object so that the numbers are equal if the objects are identical. A famous homology search program, FASTA, uses a kind of such hashing technique (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) . However, the conventional hashing technique cannot be applied directly to protein structures because what should be searched for are not identical substructures but similar substructures. Thus, in the least-squares hashing method, a vector of real numbers is associated with each fixed-length fragment of protein structure, instead of an integer number.
For such hash vectors, the following property should be satisfied: if the RMS distance between two fragments is small, the distance between the associated hash vectors is small. However, the least-squares hashing method did not satisfy this property. Indeed, this method sometimes failed to find similar substructures. It was a crucial drawback of the leastsquares hashing method. Thus, we have developed a new method, in which the above property is theoretically proved. Moreover, the new method is much faster than the leastsquares hashing method.
System and methods
All the algorithms described in this paper were written in the standard C language. The programs were tested and compared on a SUN ULTRA-1 workstation with Sun OS 5.5 operating system. However, the programs can be implemented on most UNIX machines with a few modifications.
Algorithm

Representation of 3D protein structures
Before describing algorithms, we consider the representation of 3D protein structures. As we are only interested in representing an outline of 3D structure, we follow the common procedure of ignoring side chains and consider only Ca atoms, which are treated as points in 3D space. Only the geometry of protein structures is considered and details such as the identity of specific atoms are ignored. Thus, each protein structure is treated as a sequence of points. For example, a protein structure is represented as P = (p u ... ,p n ), where/?, is a vector denoting a position of the ;'th Ca atom.
Root mean square distance
Next, we briefly review the RMS distance, which has been used as a common measure for comparing two protein structures (Rao and Rossmann, 1973) . The RMS distance is computed by a kind of least-squares fitting method.
Let P -(pi,.. .,p n ) and Q = (q\,..-,q n ) be two protein structures. We assume that P is translated so that its centroid (\/nJ2"=iPi) is at the origin. We also assume that Q is translated in the same way. For each vector x, (*), denotes the ith (X,Y,Z) coordinate value of x. We define d (P, Q, R,a) by
where R is a rotation matrix, a is a translation vector, and ||JC|| denotes the length of a vector x. Then, the RMS distance d nns (P, Q) (P, Q) , R and a can be computed in O(n) time (Schwartz and Sharir, 1987) .
Substructure search
Using the RMS distance, we define the substructure search problem in the following way (see where
The substructure search problem can be solved by a naive method which computes the RMS distances for all Qj i+m _i-However, it takes O(Nmn) time, where we assume that the length of each Q J is O(n). In fact, it took 20 s on a SUN ULTRA-1 workstation even for N = 800. It is too long for interactive uses of protein structure databases.
Conditions for hash vectors
Before describing new hash vectors, we describe general conditions which should be satisfied by any hash vector. In Output: Q\ Q the conventional hashing methods, an integer number is associated with each object. However, for protein structures, a vector of reals is associated with each fragment of fixed length. For each fragment P - (p h ...,p H ) of length H, a hash vector hs(P) is associated. Then, the following conditions should be satisfied by hs(P):
(A) hs(P) is invariant with any isometric transformation (rotation/translation) for P;
Although condition (B) may imply condition (A), we describe them separately in order to make the presentation clear. Note that once such a vector is given, d rms (P, Q) need be computed only when hs{P) is close to hs(Q). Note that, in the leastsquares hashing method (Akutsu, 1994) , condition (A) is satisfied, but condition (B) is not necessarily satisfied.
New hash vector
Now we describe new hash vectors. In this subsection, we describe a basic one, denoted by HASH(A).
HASH(A):
hs(P) = (c, (/>), s t (/>),..., c d {P), s d (.P)), where H centroid \\Pi-c\\ 1=1 H COS- \\Pi-c\\ /3 + sin 1 = 1
2irk(i-H 2irk(i-
Note that c denotes the centroid of P (i.e. c = J2?= i Pi) and thus \\pi -c\\ denotes the length between the centroid and the /th point. Also note that a (a > 0) and 0 (/3 s 0) are fixed reals, and d is a fixed integer, which are to be determined later. hs(P) corresponds to low-frequency components of the discrete Fourier spectrum for the distances between the points and the centroid (see Figure 2) . Although the Fourier transform has already been applied to geometric hashing (Kalvin et ai, 1986) , hs(P) is quite different from it. Now, we prove that hs(P) satisfies conditions (A) and (B). Condition (A) is trivially satisfied since hs(P) is computed only from the distances between the points and the centroid. To show that condition (B) is satisfied, we first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Assume that P = (p u ...,p H )
and Q = (<7i>->0w) are translated so that the centroids are at the origin. Then, | £"=1 \\p'\\ -£?=, || 9
; || | <Hd rms (P,Ql Proof. Let P = (p\,... ,p H ) denote the rotated sequence of P such that d(P, Q, 1,0) = d rms (P, Q) , where 0 denotes the zero vector and / denotes the identity matrix. Then, the The following theorem shows that HASH(A) satisfies condition (B).
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that P and Q are translated so that the centroids are at the origin. Then, using Lemma 1, the following inequalities hold: Th "s-if COND(P, Q, 7) does not hold, it can be concluded that d^P, Q)> b without computing the RMS distance. This property is very useful for rapid substructure search.
Note that hs(P) can be computed in O(H) time, and COND(P, Q, 7) can be tested in constant time since we assume that d is a fixed small integer. Next we describe HASH(A + B) and HASH(A +B + B'), each of which is a combination of the vectors described above.
HASH(B'):
hs(P) = (c'l(P), s'l(P) c'j(P), s'd(P)),
HASH(A + B):
hs(P)=(c l (P),s i (P) c d {P),s d {P),
c\(P),s\(P) c' d (P),s d (P)).
HASH(A + B + B'):
All hash vectors described above use the distances from the special points, while HASH(C) described below uses the distances between points in a fragment.
HASH(C):
hs ( 
Finally, we describe HASH(D). While all vectors described above correspond to a ID Fourier spectrum, HASH(D) corresponds to a 2D Fourier spectrum (of the distance map).
HASH(D):
hs(P) = (cc,, (P),«,, (/>), s Cl , (P), s Si , (P),
CC ]2 (P),CS l2 (P),SC ]2 (P),SS l2 (P),...,
CC dd (P), CS dd (P), SC dd (P), SS M (P)),
where cc hk (P) = a i=\j=\ + cos cs hk (P),sc hk (P),ss hk (P) are obtained by replacing 'cos' appropriately.
We can prove that similar properties as in Theorem 1 hold for the above variants except HASH(D). Here we show the properties only for HASH(B) and HASH(C). Properties for the other cases can be proved in a similar way. 
and -s' k (Q)\ £ (1+ H/L)Ha{\ + &)d ms (P, Q)
hold for all k. Proof. We assume without loss of generality that the centroids of P and Q are at the origin. Then the following inequalities hold: Therefore, the following inequality holds:
-E H « « ---)Hd rms {P, Q)
Then, the theorem can be proved using a similar argument as in Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. For all ifc, \c k (P) -c k (Q)\ < Ha(\ + &)d rms {P, Q) and \'s k (P) -s k (Q)\ < Ha(\ + 0)d ms (P, Q) hold.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that P and Q are translated so that the centroids are at the origin. Then, the following inequalities hold: Then, the theorem follows from similar discussions as in Lemma 1 and Theorem 1.
Substructure search using hash vectors
Using hs(P), the substructure search can be carried out quickly. For a quick substructure search, two phases are required: the preprocessing phase and the search phase. First, we describe the preprocessing phase. It is performed whenever a new protein structure is registered in a database. Let Q J be a new protein structure being registered, where we assume that Q' consists of n points. Then, hash vectors are computed in the following way.
(1) For i = 1 to n -H + 1, repeat (2). Note that H is a constant and H -40 is used in the current version.
The computed hash vectors are stored in a database along with the position data of Ca atoms. Although it takes O(Hri) time to compute the hash vectors for each Q j , the time can be ignored since the hash vectors for Q 1 must be computed only when Q j is stored in a database. The memory space required to store the hash vectors for each Q' is O(n), because the size of a hash vector can be considered as a constant.
Next, we describe the search phase. In the search phase, a pattern structure P is input, where we assume that the length of P is m > H. Then, a substructure search is carried out in the following way (see Figure 3) . First, hs(P\ H ) is computed. is not computed, but the next fragment is tested. The following summarizes the procedure for the search phase, where \Q'\ denotes the number of Ca atoms in a protein structure Q J , and we assume that there are N structures in a database.
(1) Compute hs(P UH ). Here, we consider the computation time for the above procedure. We consider the time for (2)-(5), because the time for (1) is much smaller. It is expected that (5) is not executed for most 1. Thus, the time for each protein structure Q' is expected to be O(n) in most cases. Thus, the search time among N protein structures is expected to be O(Nn) in most cases.
Next, we consider the parameter (threshold) 7. From Theorem 1,7 = Hot(\ + j3)6 should be used (in the case of m = H). However, experimental results show that it does not fail to find similar fragments even if a much smaller value is used. It is obvious that the search time is reduced if a smaller 7 is used. Thus, the value for 7 should be determined based on experimental results.
The search time might be reduced if hash vectors are stored in a special data structure in which similar vectors can be retrieved quickly (Willard, 1985) . However, we did not implement such a data structure since it is too complicated and does not seem to be practical.
Implementation and results
The new hashing method was examined using PDB data (Bernstein et al., 1977) Figure 4 shows the relationship between the threshold parameter 7 and the search time, where d = 4 is used. Although the theoretically derived value was 7 = 4800, the search time was reduced very little when 7 = 4800. From Figure 4 , we can see that the search time greatly decreases around 7 = 2500-1000. Thus, we should use the value smaller than 7 = 1000 if there is no problem. However, when 7 = 1000 was used, it sometimes failed to find similar substructures. Therefore, we use 7 = 1200. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the number of components of the hash vector and the search time, where 7 = 1200 is used. It is expected that if the number of components becomes large, the search time becomes small. However, from this figure, we can see that the search time decreases very little if d exceeds 4. Thus, using many components (d > 4) is almost meaningless and we should use d = 4 or less components. Table I compares the proposed hash vectors with a naive method and a previous hashing method. NV denotes the naive method which computes the RMS distances for all QJ i+m _,. LS denotes the least-squares hashing method (Akutsu, 1994) . A percentage of indices, for which the RMS distances are computed, is also described. Each algorithm could find all structures that have substructures similar to the specified fragment P. In each algorithm except HASH(D), preprocessing (i.e. computation of hash vectors) for all structures was completed in a few minutes, so that it can be neglected. In HASH(D), it took a few hours. However, it may be allowed since preprocessing must be carried out only once.
From Table I , it is seen that the following relationship holds approximately:
where x > y denotes that x is faster than y. From this result and Figure 5 , it is seen that it is better to combine different types of hash vectors rather than use many components (i.e. use large d). From Table I , it is also seen that the proposed hash vectors are much faster than the naive method (NV) and the previous method (LS). In particular, HASH(A+B+B') is 18-80 times faster than the naive method. Thus, it is confirmed that the new hash vectors are very useful for rapid substructure search.
Discussion
We have presented a new hashing method for rapid substructure search. In this method, a hash vector consisting of low-frequency components of the Fourier-like spectrum is computed for each fixed-length fragment of a protein structure. We have proved that the proposed method has nice theoretical properties. Moreover, experimental results showed that the proposed method is much faster than previous methods. The advantage of using the Fourier transform is that it provides a compact representation of an outline of a protein structure (i.e. an outline of a backbone chain of a protein structure can be represented by a small set of coefficients). Thus, the Fourier transform may be applied to other problems. Indeed, it has been applied to several problems. Crippen and Maiorov (1995) applied the discrete cosine transform (a variant of the Fourier transform) to the classification of 3D protein structures. Onizuka et al. (1993) applied a similar transform to protein structure prediction. Thus, the Fourier transform may be used as a standard tool for handling 3D protein structures.
One drawback of the proposed method is that we must prepare different kinds of hash vectors for different //s because hash vectors are computed for fixed-length fragments. Of course, if the length m of a pattern fragment is close to H, we can use hash vectors as a filter, as explained before. In our experiment, there was no problem if we used H such that H > m -10. Thus, it might be enough if we prepare hash vectors for each of H -10, 20, 30,40, 50,60 . Note that when H is large (H > 60), the hash vector does not work well because insertions and deletions must be taken into account. Although six kinds of hash vectors may use some disk and memory space, so large a space will not be used because the number of known 3D structures is not so large. Thus, preparing six kinds of hash vectors is acceptable.
The other drawback of the proposed method is that it can only be applied to small fragments (consisting of at most 40-60 Ca atoms) because the hash vectors are not robust for large insertions or large deletions. However, it is difficult to develop hash functions which are robust for large insertions and deletions even if we consider amino acid and DNA sequences. For example, although several hash functions have been developed for the homology search (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) , few of them are robust for insertions and deletions. Thus, developing hash functions for protein structures which are robust for large insertions and deletions is a challenging future study.
